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Abstract
We expand iterative numerically-exact influence functional path-integral tools and present a
method capable of following the nonequilibrium time evolution of subsystems coupled to multi-
ple bosonic and fermionic reservoirs simultaneously. Using this method, we study the real-time
dynamics of charge transfer and vibrational mode excitation in an electron conducting molecular
junction. We focus on nonequilibrium vibrational effects, particularly, the development of vibra-
tional instability in a current-rectifying junction. Our simulations are performed by assuming large
molecular vibrational anharmonicity (or low temperature). This allows us to truncate the molec-
ular vibrational mode to include only a two-state system. Exact numerical results are compared
to perturbative Master equation calculations demonstrating an excellent agreement in the weak
electron-phonon coupling regime. Significant deviations take place only at strong coupling. Our
simulations allow us to quantify the contribution of different transport mechanisms, coherent dy-
namics and inelastic transport, in the overall charge current. This is done by studying two model
variants: The first admits inelastic electron transmission only, while the second one allows for both
coherent and incoherent pathways.
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FIG. 1. Left Panel: Generic setup considered in this work, including a subsystem (S) coupled to
multiple fermionic (F ) and bosonic (B) reservoirs. Right panel: Molecular electronic realization
with two metals, L andR, connected by two electronic levels, D and A. Electronic transitions in this
junction are coupled to excitation/de-excitation processes of a particular, anharmonic, vibrational
mode that plays the role of the “subsystem”. This mode may dissipate its excess energy to a
secondary phonon bath B.
I. INTRODUCTION
Following the quantum dynamics of an open-dissipative many-body system with multi-
ple bosonic and fermionic reservoirs in a nonequilibrium state, beyond the linear response
regime, is a significant theoretical and computational challenge. In the realm of molecular
conducting junctions, we should describe the out-of-equilibrium dynamics of the molecu-
lar unit while handling both electrons and molecular vibrations, accounting for many-body
effects such as electron-electron, phonon-phonon and electron-phonon interactions. Given
this complexity, studies in this field are mostly focused on steady-state properties, using
e.g., scattering theory [1–3], while ignoring vibrational nonequilibrium effects. Perturbative
treatments (in either the molecule-leads coupling parameter or the electron-phonon interac-
tion energy) are commonly used, including the nonequilibrium Green’s function technique
[4–8] and Master equation approaches [5, 9–13]. For following the real-time dynamics of
such systems, involved methods have been recently developed, e.g., semiclassical approaches
[14, 15].
In this work, we extend numerically-exact path-integral methods, and follow the dynamics
of a subsystem coupled to multiple out-of-equilibrium bosonic and fermionic reservoirs. The
technique is then applied on a molecular junction realization, with the motivation to address
basic problems in the field of molecular electronics. Particularly, in this work we consider the
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dynamics and steady-state properties of a conducting molecular junction acting as a charge
rectifier. A scheme of the generic setup and a particular molecular junction realization are
depicted in Fig. 1.
The time evolution scheme developed in this paper treats both bosonic and fermionic
reservoirs. This is achieved by combining two related iterative path-integral methods: (i)
The quasi-adiabatic path-integral approach (QUAPI) of Makri et al. [16], applicable for the
study of subsystem-boson models, and (i) the recently developed influence-functional path-
integral (INFPI) technique [17], able to produce the dynamics of subsystems in contact
with multiple fermi baths. The latter method (INFPI) essentially generalizes QUAPI. It
relies on the observation that in out-of-equilibrium (and/or finite temperature) situations
bath correlations have a finite range, allowing for their truncation beyond a memory time
dictated by the voltage-bias and the temperature. Taking advantage of this fact, an iterative-
deterministic time-evolution scheme can be developed, where convergence with respect to
the memory length can in principle be reached.
The principles of the INFPI approach have been detailed in [17], where it has been
adopted for investigating dissipation effects in the nonequilibrium spin-fermion model and
charge occupation dynamics in correlated quantum dots. Recently, it was further utilized
for examining the effect of a magnetic flux on the intrinsic coherence dynamics in a double
quantum dot system [18], and for studying relaxation and equilibration dynamics in finite
metal grains [19].
Numerically-exact methodologies are typically limited to simple models; analytic results
are further restricted to specific parameters. The Anderson-Holstein (AH) model has been
studied extensively in this context. In this model the electronic structure of the molecule
is represented by a single spinless electronic level, with electron occupation on the dot
coupled to the displacement of a single oscillator mode, representing an internal vibration.
This vibration may connect with a secondary phonon bath, representing a larger phononic
environment (internal modes, solvent). The AH model has been simulated exactly with the
secondary phonon bath, using a a real-time path-integral Monte Carlo approach [20], and
by extending the multilayer multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree method to include
fermionic degrees of freedom [21]. More recently, the model has been simulated by adopting
the iterative-summation of path-integral approach [22–24].
In this paper, we examine a variant of the AH model, the Donor (D)-Acceptor (A) elec-
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tronic rectifier model [25]. This model incorporates nonlocal electron-vibration interactions:
electronic transitions between the two molecular states, A and D, are coupled to a particular
internal molecular vibrational mode. Within this simple system, we are concerned with the
development of vibrational instability: Significant molecular heating can take place once
the D level is lifted above the A level, as the excess electronic energy is used to excite the
vibrational mode. This process may ultimately lead to junction instability and breakdown
[26]. We have recently studied a variant of this model (excluding direct D-A tunneling ele-
ment), using a Master equation method, by working in the weak electron-phonon coupling
limit. [27]. An important observation in that work has been that since the development of
this type of instability is directly linked to the breakdown of the detailed balance relation
above a certain bias (resulting in an enhanced vibrational excitation rate constant, over
relaxation), it suffices to describe the vibrational mode as a truncated two-level system. In
this picture, population inversion in the two-state system evinces on the development of
vibrational instability.
Our objectives here are threefold: (i) To present a numerically-exact iterative scheme
for following the dynamics of a quantum system driven to a nonequilibrium steady-state
due to its coupling to multiple bosonic and fermionic reservoirs. (ii) To demonstrate the
applicability of the method in the field of molecular electronics. Particularly, to explore the
development of vibrational instability in conducting molecules. (iii) To evaluate the per-
formance and accuracy of standard-perturbative Master equation treatments, by comparing
their predictions to exact results. Since Master equation techniques are extensively used
for explaining charge transfer phenomenology, scrutinizing their validity and accuracy is an
important task.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the path-integral formalism.
We describe the iterative time evolution scheme in Sec. III, by exemplifying it to the case of
a spin subsystem. Sec. IV describes a molecular electronics application, and we follow both
electrons and vibrational dynamics in a dissipative molecular rectifier. Sec. V concludes.
For simplicity, we use the conventions ~ ≡ 1, electron charge e ≡ 1, and Boltzmann constant
kB = 1.
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II. PATH-INTEGRAL FORMULATION
We consider a multi-level subsystem, with the Hamiltonian HS, coupled to multiple
bosonic (B) and fermionic (F ) reservoirs that are prepared in an out-of-equilibrium initial
state. The total Hamiltonian H is written as
H = HS +HB +HF + VSB + VSF . (1)
In the energy representation of the isolated subsystem, its Hamiltonian can be written as
HS =
∑
s
ǫs|s〉〈s|+
∑
s 6=s′
vs,s′|s〉〈s
′|. (2)
The Hamiltonian HF may comprise of multiple fermionic baths, and similarly, HB may
contain more than a single bosonic reservoir. The terms VSF and VSB include the coupling
of the subsystem to the fermionic and bosonic environments, respectively. Coupling terms
which directly link the subsystem to both bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom are not
included. However, VSB and VSF may contain non-additive contributions with their own
set of reservoirs. For example, VSF may admit subsystem assisted tunneling terms, between
separate fermionic baths (metals), see Fig. 1.
We are interested in the time evolution of the reduced density matrix ρS(t). This quantity
is obtained by tracing the total density matrix ρ over the bosonic and fermionic reservoirs’
degrees of freedom
ρS(t) = TrBTrF
[
e−iHtρ(0)eiHt
]
. (3)
We also study the dynamics of certain expectation values, for example, charge current and
energy current. The time evolution of an operator A can be calculated using the relation
〈A(t)〉 = Tr[ρ(0)A(t)]
= lim
λ→0
∂
∂λ
Tr
[
ρ(0)eiHteλAe−iHt
]
. (4)
Here λ is a real number, taken to vanish at the end of the calculation. When unspecified, the
trace is performed over the subsystem states and all the environmental degrees of freedom. In
what follows, we detail the path-integral approach for the calculation of the reduced density
matrix. Section III E presents expressions useful for time-evolving expectation values of
operators.
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As in standard path-integral approaches, we decompose the time evolution operator into
a product of N exponentials, eiHt =
(
eiHδt
)N
where t = Nδt, and define the discrete time
evolution operator G ≡ eiHδt. Using the Trotter decomposition, we approximate G by
G ∼ GFGBGSGBGF , (5)
where we define
GF ≡ e
i(HF+VSF )δt/2, GB ≡ e
i(HB+VSB)δt/2
GS ≡ e
iHSδt (6)
Note that the breakup of the subsystem-bath term, ei(HF+VSF+HB+HSB)δt/2 ∼ GBGF , is exact
if the commutator [VSB, VSF ] vanishes. This fact allows for an exact separation between the
bosonic and fermionic influence functionals, as we explain below. This commutator nullifies
if the fermionic and bosonic baths couple to commuting subsystem degrees of freedom, for
example, VSB ∝ |s〉〈s| and VSF ∝ |s
′〉〈s′|.
As an initial condition, we assume that at time t = 0 the subsystem and the baths are
decoupled, ρ(0) = ρS(0)⊗ ρB⊗ ρF , and the baths are prepared in a nonequilibrium (biased)
state. For example, we may include in HF two Fermi seas that are prepared each in a
grand canonical state with different chemical potentials and temperatures. The overall time
evolution can be represented by a path-integral over the subsystem states,
〈s+N |ρS(t)|s
−
N〉
=
∑
s±
0
∑
s±
1
...
∑
s±
N−1
TrBTrF
[
〈s+N |G
†|s+N−1〉〈s
+
N−1|G
†|s+N−2〉...〈s
+
0 |ρ(0)|s
−
0 〉...〈s
−
N−2|G|s
−
N−1〉〈s
−
N−1|G|s
−
N〉
]
.
(7)
Here s±k represents the discrete path on the forward (+) and backward (−) contour. The
calculation of each discrete term is done by introducing four additional summations, e.g.,
〈s−k |G|s
−
k+1〉 =
∑
f−
k
∑
g−
k
∑
m−
k
∑
n−
k
〈s−k |GF |f
−
k 〉〈f
−
k |GB|m
−
k 〉〈m
−
k |GS |n
−
k 〉〈n
−
k |GB|g
−
k 〉〈g
−
k |GF |s
−
k+1〉.
(8)
We substitute Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), further utilizing the factorized subsystem-reservoirs
initial condition as mentioned above, and find that the function under the sum can be
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written as a product of separate terms,
〈s+N |ρS(t)|s
−
N〉 =
∑
s±
∑
f±
∑
g±
∑
m±
∑
n±
IS(m
±,n±, s±0 )IF (s
′±, f±, g±)IB(f
±,m±,n±, g±).
(9)
Here IS follows the subsystem (HS) free evolution. The term IF is referred to as a fermionic
“influence functional” (IF), and it contains the effect of the fermionic degrees of freedom on
the subsystem dynamics. Similarly, IB, the bosonic IF, describes how the bosonic degrees
of freedom affect the subsystem. Bold letters correspond to a path, for example, m± =
{m±0 , m
±
1 , ..., m
±
N−1}. We also define the path s
± = {s±0 , s
±
1 , ..., s
±
N−1}, and the associate
path which covers N +1 points, s′± = {s±0 , s
±
1 , ..., s
±
N−1, s
±
N}. Given the product structure of
Eq. (9), the subsystem, bosonic and the fermionic terms can be independently evaluated,
while coordinating their path. Explicitly, the elements in Eq. (9) are given by
IS = 〈s
+
0 |ρS(0)|s
−
0 〉Πk=0,...,N−1〈m
−
k |GS|n
−
k 〉〈n
+
k |G
†
S|m
+
k 〉
IF = TrF
[
〈s+N |G
†
F |g
+
N−1〉〈f
+
N−1|G
†
F |s
+
N−1〉...
× 〈s+1 |G
†
F |g
+
0 〉〈f
+
0 |G
†
F |s
+
0 〉ρF 〈s
−
0 |GF |f
−
0 〉〈g
−
0 |GF |s
−
1 〉...
× 〈s−N−1|GF |f
−
N−1〉〈g
−
N−1|GF |s
−
N〉
]
IB = TrB
[
〈g+N−1|G
†
B|n
+
N−1〉〈m
+
N−1|G
†
B|f
+
N−1〉...
× 〈g+0 |G
†
B|n
+
0 〉〈m
+
0 |G
†
B|f
+
0 〉ρB〈f
−
0 |GB|m
−
0 〉〈n
−
0 |GB|g
−
0 〉...
× 〈f−N−1|GB|m
−
N−1〉〈n
−
N−1|GB|g
−
N−1〉
]
. (10)
The dynamics in Eq. (9) can be retrieved by following an iterative scheme, by using the
principles of the INFPI approach [17]. In the next section we illustrate this evolution with
a spin subsystem.
III. ITERATIVE TIME EVOLUTION SCHEME
We consider here the spin-boson-fermion model. It includes a two-state subsystem that
is coupled through its polarization to bosonic and fermionic reservoirs. With this relatively
simple model, we exemplify the iterative propagation technique, see Secs. IIIA-III E. Rel-
evant expressions for a multi-level subsystem and general interaction form are included in
Sec. III F.
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A. spin-boson-fermion model
The spin-fermion model, with a qubit, spin, coupled to a fermionic bath is kindred to
the eminent spin-boson model, describing a qubit interacting with bosonic environment. It
is also related to the Kondo model [28], only lacking direct coupling of the reservoir degrees
of freedom to spin-flip processes. It provides a minimal setting for the study of dissipation
and decoherence effects in the presence of nonequilibrium reservoirs [29–32]. Here we put
together the spin-boson and the spin-fermion models, and present it in the general form,
HS = ∆σx +Bσz,
HF =
∑
j
ǫjc
†
jcj +
∑
j 6=j′
vFj,j′c
†
jcj′
VSF = σz
∑
j,j′
ξFj,j′c
†
jcj′.
HB =
∑
p
ωpb
†
pbp +
∑
p,p′
vBp,p′b
†
pbp′ ,
VSB = σz
∑
p
ξBp
(
b†p + bp
)
+ σz
∑
p,p′
ζBp,p′b
†
pbp′ . (11)
The subsystem includes only two states, with an energy gap 2B and a tunneling splitting
2∆. This minimal subsystem is coupled here through its polarization to a set of boson
and fermion degrees of freedom, where σz and σx denote the z and x Pauli matrices for
a two-state subsystem, respectively. bp stands for a bosonic operator, to destroy a mode
of frequency ωp, similarly, cj is a fermionic operator, to annihilate an electron of energy ǫj
(we assume later a linear dispersion relation). In this model, spin polarization couples to
harmonic displacements, to scattering events between electronic states in the metals (fermi
reservoirs), and to scattering evens between different modes in the harmonic bath. Since the
commutator between the interaction terms vanish, [VSF , VSB] = 0, the separation between
the bosonic and fermionic IFs is exact. Moreover, since the fermionic and bosonic operators
couple both to σz, we immediately note that f
±
k = s
±
k , m
±
k = f
±
k , n
±
k = g
±
k and g
±
k = s
±
k+1.
Eq. (9) then simplifies to
〈s+N |ρS(t)|s
−
N〉 =
∑
s±
IS(s
′±)IF (s
′±)IB(s
′±), (12)
where we recall the definitions of the paths s± = {s±0 , s
±
1 , ..., s
±
N−1} and s
′± = {s±0 , s
±
1 , ..., s
±
N−1, s
±
N}.
The subsystem evolution and the IFs are now given by
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IS(s
′±) = 〈s+0 |ρS(0)|s
−
0 〉K(s
±
N , s
±
N−1)...K(s
±
2 , s
±
1 )K(s
±
1 , s
±
0 )
IB(s
′±) = TrB
[
e−iWB(s
+
N
)δt/2e−iWB(s
+
N−1
)δt...e−iWB(s
+
0
)δt/2ρBe
iWB(s
−
0
)δt/2....eiWB(s
−
N−1
)δteiWB(s
−
N
)δt/2
]
.
IF (s
′±) = TrF
[
e−iWF (s
+
N
)δt/2e−iWF (s
+
N−1
)δt...e−iWF (s
+
0
)δt/2ρF e
iWF (s
−
0
)δt/2....eiWF (s
−
N−1
)δteiWF (s
−
N
)δt/2
]
,
(13)
where
K(s±k+1, s
±
k ) = 〈s
+
k+1|e
−iHSδt|s+k 〉〈s
−
k |e
iHSδt|s−k+1〉 (14)
is the propagator matrix for the subsystem. We have also used the short notation W for
bath operators that are evaluated along the path,
WF (s) = HF + 〈s|VSF |s〉,
WB(s) = HB + 〈s|VSB|s〉. (15)
In the next sections we explain how we compute the bosonic and fermionic IFs. The former
has a closed analytic form in certain situations. The latter is computed only numerically.
B. Bosonic IF
We present the structure of the bosonic IF in two separate models, corresponding to
different types of subsystem-boson bath interactions. In both cases the bosonic bath is
prepared in a canonical state of inverse temperature βph = 1/Tph,
ρB = e
−βphHB/TrB[e
−βphHB ]. (16)
Displacement interaction model, vBp,p′ = 0 and ζ
B
p,p′ = 0. Given the remaining linear
displacement-polarization interaction, an analytic form for the bosonic IF can be written,
the so-called “Feynman-Vernon” influence functional (FV IF) [33]. In its time-discrete form,
the bosonic IF is given by an exponent with pairwise interactions along the path [16]
IB(s
±
0 , ..., s
±
N) = exp
[
−
N∑
k=0
k∑
k′=0
(s+k − s
−
k )(ηk,k′s
+
k′ − η
∗
k,k′s
−
k′)
]
. (17)
The coefficients ηk,k′ are additive in the number of thermal baths, and they depend on these
baths’ spectral functions and initial temperatures [16]. For completeness, these coefficients
are included in Appendix A.
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Boson scattering model, ξBp = 0. The bosonic IF can now be computed numerically, by
using the trace formula for bosons [34]
TrB[e
M1eM2...eMk ] = det[1− em1em2 ...emk ]−1. (18)
Here mk is a single particle operator corresponding to a quadratic bosonic operator Mk =∑
p,p′(mk)p,p′b
†
pbp′. Application of the trace formula to the bosonic IF (13) leads to
IB = TrB[e
M1eM2 ...eMkρB]
= det
{
[IˆB + fB]− e
m1em2 ...emkfB
}−1
. (19)
The matrix IˆB is an identity matrix, and the function fB stands for the Bose-Einstein
distribution, fB = [e
βphω − 1]−1. The determinant in Eq. (19) can be evaluated numerically
by taking into account LB modes for the boson bath. This discretization implies a numerical
error. Generalizations, to include more that one bosonic baths, are immediate.
C. Fermionic IF
The fermionic IF is computed numerically since an exact analytic form is not known in
the general strong coupling limit [29–31]. It is calculated by using the trace formula for
fermions [34]
TrF [e
M1eM2 ...eMk ] = det[1 + em1em2 ...emk ]. (20)
Heremk is a single particle operator corresponding to a quadratic operatorMk =
∑
i,j(mk)i,jc
†
icj .
In the next section we consider a model with two Fermi seas, HF = HL +HR, prepared in
a factorized state of distinct grand canonical states, ρF = ρL ⊗ ρR, with
ρν = e
−βν(Hν−µνNν)/TrF [e
−βν(Hν−µνNν)], ν = L,R (21)
Here βν = 1/Tν stands for an inverse temperature, and µν denotes the chemical potential of
the ν bath. Application of the trace formula to the fermionic IF in Eq. (13) leads to
IF = TrF [e
M1eM2 ...eMkρF ]
= det
{
[IˆL − fL]⊗ [IˆR − fR] + e
m1em2 ...emk [fL ⊗ fR]
}
. (22)
The matrices Iˆν are the identity matrices for the ν = L,R space. The functions fL and fR
are the bands electrons’ energy distribution, fν = [e
βν(ǫ−µν) + 1]−1. The determinant in Eq.
(22) can be evaluated numerically by taking into account Ls electronic states for each metal.
This discretization implies a numerical error.
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D. The iterative scheme
The dynamics described by Equation (12) includes long-range interactions along the
path, limiting brute force direct numerical simulations to very short times. The iterative
scheme, developed in Ref. [17], is based on the observation that in standard nonequilibrium
situations and at finite temperatures bath correlations exponentially die [24, 31], thus the IF
can be truncated beyond a memory time τc = Nsδt, corresponding to the time where bath
correlations sustain. Here Ns is an integer, δt is the discretized time step, and the correlation
time τc is dictated by the bias and temperature. Roughly, for a system under a potential
bias ∆µ and a temperature T , τc ∼ max{1/T, 1/∆µ} [17]. By recursively breaking the
IF to include terms only within τc, we reach the following (non-unique) structure for the
α = B,F influence functional,
Iα(s
±
0 , s
±
1 , s
±
2 , ..., s
±
N) ≈ Iα(s
±
0 , s
±
1 , ..., s
±
Ns
)I(Ns)α (s
±
1 , s
±
2 , ..., s
±
Ns+1
)I(Ns)α (s
±
2 , s
±
3 , ..., s
±
Ns+2
)...
×I(Ns)α (s
±
N−Ns, s
±
N−Ns+1, ..., s
±
N), (23)
where we identify the “truncated IF”, I
(Ns)
α , as the ratio between two IFs, with the numerator
calculated with an additional time step,
I(Ns)α (sk, sk+1, ..., sk+Ns) =
Iα(s
±
k , s
±
k+1, ..., s
±
k+Ns
)
Iα(s
±
k , s
±
k+1, ..., s
±
k+Ns−1)
.
(24)
The truncated IF is the central object in our calculations. For fermions, its numerator and
denominator are separately computed using Eq. (22). The bosonic IF is similarly computed
with the help of Eq. (19) when ξBp = 0. In the complementary case, ζ
B
p,p′ = 0 and v
B
p,p′ = 0,
the truncated-bosonic IF has a closed analytic form: Using Eq. (17) we find that it comprises
only two-body interactions, of sk+Ns with the preceding spins, down to sk,
I
(Ns)
B (sk, sk+1, ..., sk+Ns) = exp
[
−
k+Ns∑
k′=k
(s+k+Ns − s
−
k+Ns
)(ηk+Ns,k′s
+
k′ − η
∗
k+Ns,k′s
−
k′)
]
.
(25)
Based on the decompositions (24) and (25), we time-evolve Eq. (12) iteratively, by defining
a multi-time reduced density matrix ρ˜S(sk, sk+1, .., sk+Ns−1). Its initial value is given by
ρ˜S(s
±
0 , ..., s
±
Ns
) = IS(s
±
0 , ..., s
±
Ns
)IB(s
±
0 , ..., s
±
Ns
)IF (s
±
0 , ..., s
±
Ns
). (26)
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Its evolution is dictated by
ρ˜S(s
±
k+1, ..., s
±
k+Ns
) =
∑
s±
k
ρ˜S(s
±
k , ..., s
±
k+Ns−1)K(s
±
k+Ns
, s±k+Ns−1)
×I
(Ns)
F (s
±
k , ..., s
±
k+Ns
)I
(Ns)
B (s
±
k , ..., s
±
k+Ns
). (27)
The time-local (tk = kδt) reduced density matrix, describing the state of the subsystem at
a certain time, is reached by summing over all intermediate states,
ρS(tk) =
∑
s±
k−1
...s±
k−Ns+1
ρ˜S(s
±
k−Ns+1, ..., s
±
k ). (28)
The bosonic and fermionic IFs may be (and often this is the case) characterized by different
memory time. Thus, in principle we could truncate the fermionic IF to include NFs terms,
and the bosonic IF to include NBs elements. However, the efficiency of the computation is
dictated by the longest memory time, thus, for convenience, we truncate both IFs using the
largest value, identified by Ns.
By construction, this iterative approach conserves the trace of the reduced density matrix,
ensuring the stability of the iterative algorithm to long times [16]. This property can be
inferred from Eqs. (12) and (13), by using the formal expressions for the truncated IFs, Eq.
(23) and (24). To prover this property, we trace over the reduced density matrix at time t,
identifying sN = s
+
N = s
−
N ,
TrS[ρS(t)] ≡
∑
sN
〈sN |ρS(t)|sN〉
=
∑
s′±
IS(s
′±)IF (s
′±)IB(s
′±)δ(s+N − s
−
N )
Using the cyclic property of the trace, we note that both the fermionic and bosonic IFs
are independent of sN , when s
+
N = s
−
N . Therefore, the summation over the sN coordinate
reduces to a simple sum which can be performed using the completeness relation for the
subsystem states, resulting in
∑
sN
〈sN |e
−iHSδt|s+N−1〉〈s
−
N−1|e
iHSδt|sN〉 = δ(s
+
N−1 − s
−
N−1). (29)
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Iterating in this manner we conclude that
TrS[ρS(t)] ≡
∑
sN
〈sN |ρS(t)|sN〉
=
∑
s′±
IS(s
′±)IF (s
′±)IB(s
′±)δ(s+N − s
−
N)δ(s
+
N−1 − s
−
N−1)...δ(s
+
1 − s
−
1 )δ(s
+
0 − s
−
0 )
=
∑
s0
〈s0|ρS(0)|s0〉 = TrS[ρS(0)] (30)
We emphasize that the trace conservation is maintained even with the use of the truncated
form for the IFs. Moreover, it holds irrespective of the details of the bath and the system-
bath interaction form. It is also obeyed in the more general case, Eq. (9). Equation (27)
[and its generalized form, Eq. (34) below], describe a linear map. Its fixed points are stable
if the eigenvalues of the map have modulus less than one, which is the case here. Thus, our
scheme is expected to approach a stationary-state in the long time limit.
E. Expectation values for operators
Besides the reduced density matrix, we can also acquire the time evolution of several
expectation values. Adopting the Hamiltonian (11), we illustrate next how we achieve
the charge current behavior. For simplicity, we consider the case with only two fermionic
reservoirs, ν = L,R. The current operator, e.g., at the L bath is defined as the time
derivative of the number operator. The expectation value of this current is given by
jL = −
d
dt
Tr[ρNL], NL ≡
∑
j∈L
c†jcj (31)
We consider the time evolution of the related exponential operator eλNL , with λ a real
number that is taken to vanish at the end of the calculation,
〈NL(t)〉 ≡ Tr [ρNL(t)]
= lim
λ→0
∂
∂λ
Tr
[
ρ(0)eiHteλNLe−iHt
]
. (32)
As before, the initial condition is factorized at t = 0, ρ(0) = ρS(0)⊗ ρB ⊗ ρF . The trace is
performed over subsystem and reservoirs degrees of freedom. By following the same steps
as in Eqs. (3)-(7), we reach the path-integral expression
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〈eλNL(t)〉 =
∑
s±
0
∑
s±
1
...
∑
s±
N−1
∑
sN
TrBTrF
[
eλNL〈sN |G
†|s+N−1〉〈s
+
N−1|G
†|s+N−2〉...
× 〈s+0 |ρ(0)|s
−
0 〉...〈s
−
N−2|G|s
−
N−1〉〈s
−
N−1|G|sN〉
]
. (33)
Factorizing the time evolution operators using Eq. (5), we accomplish the compact form
〈eλNL(t)〉 =
∑
s′±
IS(s
′±)IB(s
′±)I˜F (s
′±)δ(s+N − s
−
N).
The terms IS and IB are given in Eq. (13). The fermionic IF accommodates an additional
exponent,
I˜F (s
′±) = TrF
[
eλNLe−iWF (s
+
N
)δt/2e−iWF (s
+
N−1
)δt...e−iWF (s
+
0
)δt/2ρF e
iWF (s
−
0
)δt/2....eiWF (s
−
N−1
)δteiWF (s
−
N
)δt/2
]
.
We can time evolve the operator 〈eλNL〉 by using the iterative scheme of Sec. III.D, by
truncating the bosonic and fermionic IFs up to the memory time τc = Nsδt, for several
values of λ. We then take the numerical derivative with respect to λ and t, to attain the
charge current itself.
The approach explained here could be used to explore several fermionic operators, for
example, the averaged current jav = (jL − jR)/2. The minus sign in front of jR originates
from the sign notation, with the current defined positive when flowing L to R. The im-
plementation of a heat current operator, describing the heat current flowing between two
bosonic reservoirs, requires first the derivation of an analytic form for the bosonic IF, an
expression analogous to the FV IF, and the subsequent time discretization of this IF, to
reach an expression analogous to (17).
F. Expression for multilevel subsystems and general interactions
So far we have detailed the iterative time evolution scheme for the spin-boson-fermion
model (11). The procedure can be extended, to treat more complex cases. Based on the
general principles outlined in Sec. IIID, one notes that the path-integral expression (9) can
be evaluated iteratively by generalizing Eq. (27) to the form
ρ˜S(v
±
k+1, ..., v
±
k+Ns
) =∑
v±
k
ρ˜S(v
±
k , ..., v
±
k+Ns−1)K(m
±
k+Ns
, n±k+Ns)I
(NS)
F (s
±
k , f
±
k , g
±
k , ..., s
±
k+Ns
, f±k+Ns, g
±
k+Ns
)
×I
(Ns)
B (f
±
k , g
±
k , m
±
k , n
±
k , ..., f
±
k+Ns
, g±k+Ns, m
±
k+Ns
, n±k+Ns) (34)
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where we compact several variables, v±k = {s
±
k , f
±
k , g
±
k , m
±
k , n
±
k }. It should be noted that in
cases when the IF is time invariant, as in the molecular electronics case discussed below,
one needs to evaluate I
(Ns)
B and I
(Ns)
F only once, then use the saved array to time-evolve the
auxiliary density matrix.
FIG. 2. Molecular electronic rectifier setup. A biased donor-acceptor electronic junction is coupled
to an anharmonic mode, represented by the two-state system with vibrational levels |0〉 and |1〉.
This molecular vibrational mode may further relax its energy to a phononic thermal reservoir. This
process is represented by a dashed arrow. Direct electron tunneling element between D and A is
depicted by a dotted double arrow. Top: ∆µ > 0. In our construction both molecular electronic
levels are placed within the bias window at large positive bias, resulting in a large (resonant)
current. Bottom: At negative bias the energy of A is placed outside the bias window, thus the
total charge current is small.
IV. APPLICATION: MOLECULAR RECTIFIER
The functionality and stability of electron-conducting molecular junctions are directly
linked to heating and cooling effects experienced by molecular vibrational modes in biased
situations [4, 35–41]. In particular, junction heating and breakdown may occur once the
bias voltage exceeds typical molecular vibrational frequencies, when the electronic levels are
situated within the bias window, if energy dissipation from the molecule to its environment
is not efficient.
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In this section we study the dynamics and steady-state behavior of electrons and a spe-
cific vibrational mode in a molecular conducting junction serving as an electrical rectifier.
The rectifier Hamiltonian is detailed in Sec. IVA. In Sec. IVB we show that this model
can be mapped onto the spin-boson-fermion Hamiltonian (11). This allows us to employ the
path-integral technique of Sec. III for simulating the rectifier dynamics. The rectification
mechanism is explained in Sec. IVC. Relevant expressions of a (perturbative) Master equa-
tion method are described in Sec. IVD, to be compared to our path-integral based results
in Sec. IVE. Convergence issues and computational aspects are discussed in Sec. IVF.
A. Rectifier Hamiltonian
The D-A rectifier model includes a biased molecular electronic junction and a selected
(generally anharmonic) internal vibrational mode which is coupled to an electronic tran-
sition in the junction and to a secondary phonon bath, representing other molecular and
environmental degrees of freedom. In the present study we model the anharmonic mode
by a two-state system, and this model can already capture the essence of the vibrational
instability effect [27]. For a schematic representation, see Fig. 2. This model allows us to
investigate the exchange of electronic energy with molecular vibrational heating, and the
competition between elastic and inelastic transport mechanisms. Its close variant has been
adopted in Refs. [42–44] for studying the thermopower and thermal transport of electrons
in molecular junctions with electron-phonon interactions, within the linear response regime.
We assume that the D molecular group is strongly attached to the neighboring L metal
surface, and that this unit is overall characterized by the chemical potential µL. Similarly,
the A group is connected to the metal R, characterized by µR. At time t = 0 the D and
A states are put into contact. Experimentally, the R metal may stand for an STM tip
decorated by a molecular group. This tip is approaching the D site which is attached to the
metal surface L. Once the D and A molecular groups are put into contact, electrons can flow
across the junction in two parallel pathways: (i) through a direct D-A tunneling mechanism,
and (ii) inelastically, assisted by a vibration: excess electron energy goes to excite the D-A
vibrational motion, and vice versa.
The rectifier (rec) Hamiltonian includes the electronic Hamiltonian Hel with decoupled
D and A states, the vibrational, two-state subsystem Hvib, electronic-vibrational coupling
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HI , a free phonon Hamiltonian Hph, and the coupling of this secondary phonon bath to the
selected vibration,
H¯rec = Hel +Hvib +HI +Hph +Hvib−ph. (35)
The electronic (fermionic) contribution Hel attends for all fermionic terms besides the direct
D and A tunneling term, which for convenience is included in HI ,
Hel = HM +H
0
L +H
0
R +HC
HM = ǫdc
†
dcd + ǫac
†
aca
H0L =
∑
l∈L
ǫlc
†
l cl; H
0
R =
∑
r∈R
ǫrc
†
rcr.
HC =
∑
l
vl
(
c†l cd + c
†
dcl
)
+
∑
r
vr
(
c†rca + c
†
acr
)
. (36)
HM stands for the molecular electronic part including two electronic states, a donor D and
an acceptor A. c†d/a (cd/a) is a fermionic creation (annihilation) operator of an electron on
the D or A sites, of energies ǫd,a. The two metals, H
0
ν , ν = L,R, are each composed of
a collection of noninteracting electrons. The hybridization of the D state to the left (L)
bath, and similarly, the coupling of the A site to the right (R) metal, are described by
HC . The vibrational Hamiltonian includes a special nuclear anharmonic vibrational mode
of frequency ω0,
Hvib =
ω0
2
σz. (37)
The displacement of this mode from equilibrium is coupled to an electron transition in the
system, with an energy cost κ, resulting in heating and/or cooling effects,
HI = (κσx + vda)
(
c†dca + c
†
acd
)
. (38)
Besides the electron-vibration coupling term, HI further includes a direct electron tunneling
element between the D and the A states, of strength vda. Electron transfer between the two
metals can therefore proceed through two mechanisms: coherent tunneling and vibrational-
assisted inelastic transport.
The selected vibrational mode may couple to many other phonons, either internal to the
molecules or external, grouped into a harmonic reservoir,
Hph =
∑
p
ωpb
†
pbp
Hvib−ph = σx
∑
p
ξBp
(
b†p + bp
)
(39)
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The Hamiltonian Hvib−ph corresponds to a displacement-displacement interaction type.
The motivation behind the choice of the two-level system (TLS) mode is twofold. First,
as we showed in Ref. [27], the development of vibrational instability in the D-A rectifier
does not depend on the mode harmonicity, at least in the weak electron-phonon coupling
limit. Since it is easier to simulate a truncated mode with our approach, rather than a
harmonic mode, we settle on the TLS model. Second, while there are many studies where
a perfectly harmonic mode is assumed, for example, see Refs. [20, 21, 24], to the best of
our knowledge our work is the first to explore electron conduction in the limit of strong
vibrational anharmonicity.
B. Mapping to the spin-boson-fermion model
We diagonalize the electronic part of the Hamiltonian Hel to acquire, separately, the exact
eigenstates for the L-half and R-half ends of Hel,
Hel = HL +HR
HL =
∑
l
ǫla
†
lal, HR =
∑
r
ǫra
†
rar. (40)
Assuming that the reservoirs are dense, their new operators are assigned energies that are
the same as those before diagonalization. The D and A (new) energies are assumed to be
placed within a band of continuous states, excluding the existence of bound states. The old
operators are related to the new ones by [45]
cd =
∑
l
λlal, cl =
∑
l′
ηl,l′al′
ca =
∑
r
λrar, cr =
∑
r′
ηr,r′ar′, (41)
where the coefficients, e.g., for the L set, are given by
λl =
vl
ǫl − ǫd −
∑
l′
v2
l′
ǫl−ǫl′+iδ
ηl,l′ = δl,l′ −
vlλl′
ǫl − ǫl′ + iδ
. (42)
Similar expressions hold for the R set. It is easy to derive the following relation,
∑
l′
v2l′
ǫl − ǫl′ + iδ
= PP
∑
l′
v2l′
ǫl − ǫl′
− iΓL(ǫl)/2, (43)
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with the hybridization strength (vj is assumed real),
ΓL(ǫ) = 2π
∑
l
v2l δ(ǫ− ǫl). (44)
With the new operators, the Hamiltonian (35) can be rewritten as
H¯rec =
∑
l
ǫla
†
lal +
∑
r
ǫra
†
rar +
ω0
2
σz
+ (κσx + vda)
∑
l,r
[
λ∗l λra
†
lar + λ
∗
rλla
†
ral
]
+
∑
p
ωpb
†
pbp + σx
∑
p
ξBp
(
b†p + bp
)
. (45)
This Hamiltonian can be transformed into the spin-boson-fermion model of zero energy
spacing, using the unitary transformation
U †σzU = σx, U
†σxU = σz, (46)
with U = 1√
2
(σx + σz). The transformed Hamiltonian Hrec = U
†H¯recU includes a σz-type
electron-vibration coupling,
Hrec =
∑
l
ǫla
†
lal +
∑
r
ǫra
†
rar +
ω0
2
σx
+ (κσz + vda)
∑
l,r
[
λ∗l λra
†
lar + λ
∗
rλla
†
ral
]
+
∑
p
ωpb
†
pbp + σz
∑
p
ξBp
(
b†p + bp
)
. (47)
It describes a spin (TLS) coupled diagonally to two fermionic environments and to a single
boson bath. One can immediately confirm that this Hamiltonian is accounted for by Eq.
(11). To simplify our notation, we further identify the electronic-vibration effective coupling
parameter
ξFl,r = κλ
∗
l λr. (48)
For later use we also define the spectral function of the secondary phonon bath as
Jph(ω) = π
∑
p
(ξBp )
2δ(ω − ωp). (49)
In our simulations below we adopt an ohmic function,
Jph(ω) =
πKd
2
ωe−ω/ωc , (50)
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with the dimensionless Kondo parameter Kd, characterizing subsystem-bath coupling, and
the cutoff frequency ωc.
As an initial condition for the reservoirs, we assume canonical distributions with the
boson-phonon bath distribution following ρB = e
−βphHph/TrB[e−βphHph] and the electronic-
fermionic initial density matrix obeying ρF = ρL⊗ρR, with ρν = e
−βν(Hν−µνNν)/TrF [e−βν(Hν−µνNν)],
ν = L,R. This results in the expectation values of the exact eigenstates,
〈a†lal′〉 = δl,l′fL(ǫl), 〈a
†
rar′〉 = δr,r′fR(ǫr), (51)
where fL(ǫ) = [exp(βL(ǫ−µL))+1]
−1 denotes the Fermi distribution function. An analogous
expression holds for fR(ǫ). The reservoirs temperatures are denoted by 1/βν ; the chemical
potentials are µν .
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FIG. 3. Left panel: Energy of the donor (full line) and acceptor states (dashed line). The dotted
lines correspond to the chemical potentials at the left and right sides. Right panel: Damping rate
Kvib. The junction’s parameters are Γν = 1, βν = 200, κ = 0.1, ω0 = 0.2, and ǫd(∆µ = 0) = −0.2,
ǫa(∆µ = 0) = 0.4. We used fermionic metals with a linear dispersion relations for the original H
0
ν
baths and sharp cutoffs at ±1. All energy parameters are given in units of eV.
C. Rectifying mechanism
We now explain the operation principles of the molecular rectifier. In our construction the
application of a bias voltage linearly shifts the energies of the molecular electronic levels, D
and A. In equilibrium, we set ǫa < 0 and ǫd > 0. Under positive bias, defined as µL−µR > 0,
the energy of the acceptor level increases, and the donor level drops down, see Fig. 2. When
both levels are buried within the bias window, the junction can support large currents. At
negative bias the electronic level A is positioned above the bias window, resulting in small
currents. For a scheme of the energy organization of the system, see Fig. 3 panel, left panel.
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FIG. 4. Scheme of the vibrational mode excitation and relaxation processes. A full circle represents
an electron transferred; a hollow circle depicts the hole that has been left behind.
A generic mechanism leading to vibrational instabilities (and eventually junction rupture)
in D-A molecular rectifiers has been discussed in Ref. [26]: At large positive bias, when the
D state is positioned above the acceptor level, electron-hole pair excitations by the molecular
vibration (TLS) dominate the mode dynamics. This can be schematically seen in Fig. 4.
The second-order perturbation theory rate constant, to excite the vibrational mode, while
transferring an electron from L to R, kL→R0→1 , overcomes other rates once the density of states
at the left end is positioned above the density of states at the right side. This is the case at
large positive bias, given our construction. The rate kL→R0→1 is defined next, in Sec. IVD.
D. Master equation (vda = 0)
In the limit of weak electron-vibration coupling, once the direct tunneling term is ne-
glected, vda=0, it can be shown that the population of the truncated vibrational mode
satisfies a kinetic equation [27],
p˙1 = −
(
ke1→0 + k
b
1→0
)
p1 +
(
ke0→1 + k
b
0→1
)
p0,
p0 + p1 = 1. (52)
The excitation (k0→1) and relaxation (k1→0) rate constants are given by a Fourier transform
of bath correlation functions of the operators Fe and Fb, defined as
Fe =
∑
l,r
(ξFl,ra
†
lar + ξ
F
r,la
†
ral),
Fb =
∑
p
ξBp (b
†
p + bp), (53)
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to yield
kes→s′ =
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(ǫs−ǫs′)τTrF [ρFFe(τ)Fe(0)] dτ
kbs→s′ =
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(ǫs−ǫs′)τTrB [ρBFb(τ)Fb(0)] dτ. (54)
Here s = 0, 1 and ǫ1 − ǫ0 = ω0. The operators are given in the interaction representation,
e.g., a†l (t) = e
iHLta†l e
−iHLt.
Phonon-bath induced rates. Expression (54) can be simplified, and the contribution of
the phonon bath to the vibrational rates reduces to
kb1→0 = Γph(ω0)[fB(ω0) + 1],
kb0→1 = k
b
1→0e
−ω0βph , (55)
where fB(ω) = [e
βphω − 1]−1 denotes the Bose-Einstein distribution function. The damping
rate is defined as Γph(ω) = 2Jph(ω),
Γph(ω) = 2π
∑
p
(ξBp )
2δ(ωp − ω). (56)
For brevity, we ignore below the direct reference to frequency.
Electronic-baths induced rates. The electronic rate constants (54) include the following
contributions [27],
ke1→0 = k
L→R
1→0 + k
R→L
1→0 ; k
e
0→1 = k
L→R
0→1 + k
R→L
0→1 , (57)
satisfying
kL→R1→0 = 2πκ
2
∑
l,r
|λl|
2|λr|
2fL(ǫl)(1− fR(ǫr))δ(ω0 + ǫl − ǫr)
kL→R0→1 = 2πκ
2
∑
l,r
|λl|
2|λr|
2fL(ǫl)(1− fR(ǫr))δ(−ω0 + ǫl − ǫr). (58)
Similar relations hold for the right-to-left going excitations. The energy in the Fermi function
fν(ǫ) is measured with respect to the (equilibrium) Fermi energy, placed at (µL + µR), and
we assume that the bias is applied symmetrically, µL = −µR. The rates can be expressed
in terms of the fermionic ν = L,R spectral density functions
Jν(ǫ) = 2πκ
∑
j∈ν
|λj|
2δ(ǫj − ǫ). (59)
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Using Eq. (42) we resolve this as a Lorentzian function, centered around either the D or the
A level,
JL(ǫ) = κ
ΓL(ǫ)
(ǫ− ǫd)2 + ΓL(ǫ)2/4
JR(ǫ) = κ
ΓR(ǫ)
(ǫ− ǫa)2 + ΓR(ǫ)2/4
. (60)
The electronic hybridization Γν(ǫ) is given in Eq. (44). Using these definitions, we express
the electronic rates [Eq. (58)] by integrals (s, s′=0,1)
kν→ν
′
s→s′ =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
fν(ǫ) [1− fν′(ǫ+ (s− s
′)ω0)]Jν(ǫ)Jν′(ǫ+ (s− s
′)ω0)dǫ. (61)
Observables. Within this simple kinetic approach, junction stability can be recognized
by watching the TLS population in the steady-state limit: population inversion reflects on
vibrational instability [27]. Solving Eq. (52) in the long time limit we find that
p1 =
ke0→1 + k
b
0→1
ke0→1 + k
b
0→1 + k
e
1→0 + k
b
1→0
, p0 = 1− p1. (62)
A related measure is the damping rate Kvib [26], depicted in Fig. 3 panel (b). It is defined
as the difference between relaxation and excitation rates,
Kvib ≡ k
e
1→0 + k
b
1→0 −
(
ke0→1 + k
b
0→1
)
. (63)
Positive Kvib indicates on a “normal” thermal-like behavior, when relaxation processes over-
come excitations. In this case, the junction remains stable in the sense that the population
of the ground state is larger than the population of the excited level. A negative value for
Kvib evinces on the process of an uncontrolled heating of the molecular mode, eventually
leading to vibrational instability and junction breakdown.
In the steady-state limit, the charge current j, flowing from L to R, is given by [27]
j = p1
(
kL→R1→0 − k
R→L
1→0
)
+ p0
(
kL→R0→1 − k
R→L
0→1
)
. (64)
This relation holds even when the TLS is coupled to an additional boson bath. Note that in
the long time limit the current that is evaluated at the left end jL is equal to jR. Therefore,
we simple denote the current by j in that limit.
Master equation calculations proceed as follows. We set the hybridization energy Γν as
an energy independent parameter, and evaluate the fermionic spectral functions Jν(ǫ) of Eq.
(60). With this at hand, we integrate (numerically) Eq. (61), and gain the fermionic-bath
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induced rates. The phonon bath-induced rates (55) are reached by setting the parameters of
the spectral function Jph, to directly obtain Γph, see Eq. (56). Using this set of parameters,
we evaluate the levels occupation and the charge current directly in the steady-state limit.
We can also time evolve the set of differential equations (52), to obtain the trajectory p1,0(t).
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FIG. 5. Absolute value of the quantity πρξFl,r. The figure was generated by discretizing the
reservoirs, using bands extending from −D to D, D = 1, with NL = 200 states per each band a
linear dispersion relation and a constant density of states for the H0L,R reservoirs, with a constant
density of states ρ = NL/2D. Electron-vibration coupling is given by κ = 0.1.
E. Results
We simulate the dynamics of the subsystem in the spin-boson-fermion Hamiltonian (47)
using the path-integral approach of Sec. III. In order to retrieve the vibrational mode
occupation in the original basis in which Eq. (45) is written, we rotate the reduced density
matrix ρS(t) back to the original basis by applying the transformation U =
1√
2
(σx + σz),
ρ¯S(t) = UρS(t)U. (65)
The diagonal elements of ρ¯S(t), correspond to the vibrational mode occupation, the ground
state |0〉 and the excited state |1〉,
p0(t) = 〈0|ρ¯S(t)|0〉 p1(t) = 〈1|ρ¯S(t)|1〉. (66)
As an initial condition we usually take ρS(0) =
1
2
(−σx+ Iˆs), Iˆs is a 2×2 unit matrix. Under
this choice, ρ¯S(0) has only its ground state populated.
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Our simulations are performed with the following setup, displayed in the left panel of
Fig. 3: In the absence of a bias voltage we assign the donor the energy ǫd = −0.2 and the
acceptor the value ǫa = 0.4. These molecular electronic states are assumed to linearly follow
the bias voltage. The right panel in Fig. 3 depicts the damping rate Kvib in the absence of
coupling to the phonon bath, as evaluated using the Master equation method. This measure
becomes negative beyond ∆µ ∼ 0.85, which corresponds to the situation where the (bias
shifted) donor energy exceeds the acceptor by ω0, ǫd − ǫa & ω0; ω0 = 0.2. This results in a
significant exchange of electronic energy to heat, affecting junction’s instability.
1. Isolated mode
We study the time evolution of the vibrational mode occupation using vda = 0 (unless
otherwise stated), further decoupling it from a secondary phonon bath, Kd=0.
Electron-vibration interaction energy. The interaction energy of the subsystem (TLS)
to the electronic degrees of freedom is encapsulated in the matrix elements ξFl,r ≡ κλ
∗
l λr,
see Eq. (48). The strength of this interaction is measured by the dimensionless parameter
πρ(ǫF )ξ
F
l,r, which connects to the phase shift experienced by Fermi sea electrons due to a
scattering potential, introduced here by the vibrational mode [46]. Here, ρ(ǫF ) stands for
the density of states at the Fermi energy. Using the parameters of Fig. 3, taking κ = 0.1,
we show the absolute value of these matrix elements in Fig. 5. The contour plot is mostly
limited to values smaller than 0.1, thus we conclude that this set of parameters correspond
to the weak coupling limit [46]. In this limit, path-integral simulations should agree with
Master equation calculations, as we indeed confirm below. Deviations should be expected
at larger values, κ & 0.2, and we study below these cases.
Units. We perform the simulations in arbitrary units with ~ ≡ 1. One can scale all
energies with respect to the molecule-metal hybridization Γν . With Γν = 1, the weak
coupling limit covers κ/Γν . 0.2. To present results in physical units, we assume that all
energy parameters are given in eV, and scale correspondingly the time unit and currents.
Dynamics. We first focus on two representative values for the bias voltage: In the low-
positive bias limit a stable operation is expected, reflected by a normal population, p0 >
p1. At large positive bias population inversion may take place, indicating on the onset of
instability and potential junction rupture [27].
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FIG. 6. Population dynamics and convergence behavior of the truncated and isolated vibrational
mode (TLS) with increasing Ns. (a)-(b) Stable behavior at µL = −µR = 0.2. (c)-(d) Population
inversion at µL = −µR = 0.6. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3. In all figures δt=1,
Ns = 3 (heavy dotted), Ns = 4 (heavy dashed), Ns = 5 (dashed-dotted), Ns = 6 (dotted), Ns = 7
(dashed) and Ns = 8 (full). We used Ls = 30 electronic states at each fermionic bath with sharp
cutoffs at ±1.
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FIG. 7. Independence of the population p0 on the initial state for different biases, ∆µ = 0.4, 0.8,
1.2 top to bottom. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 displays the TLS dynamics, and we present data for different memory sizes Nsδt.
At small positive bias, ǫd−ǫa < ω0, the mode occupation is “normal”, p0 > p1. In particular,
in panels (a)-(b) we discern the case µL = −µR = 0.2, resulting in the (shifted) electronic
energies ǫd = 0 and ǫa = 0.2. In this case the (converged) asymptotic long-time population
(representing steady-state values), are pss0 = 0.76 and p
ss
1 = 0.24. In contrast, when the bias
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FIG. 8. Population dynamics, p0(t). (a) Comparison between exact simulations (dashed) and
Master equation results (dashed-dotted) at κ = 0.2. (b) Deviations between exact results and
Master equations for κ = 0.1 (dot and ◦) and for κ = 0.2 (+ and x). Other parameters are as
determined in Fig. 3.
is large, µL = −µR = 0.6, the electronic levels are shifted to ǫd = 0.4 and ǫa = −0.2, and
electrons crossing the junction discard their excess energy into the vibrational mode. Indeed,
we see in Fig. 6(c)-(d) the process of population inversion, pss0 = 0.43 and p
ss
1 = 0.57. The
TLS approaches the steady-state value around tss ∼ 0.1 ps. Regarding convergence behavior,
we note that at large bias convergence is reached with a shorter memory size, compared to
the small bias case, as expected [17].
Fig. 7 exhibits the dynamics with different initial conditions, demonstrating that the
steady-state value is identical, yet the timescale to reach the stationary limit may depend
on the initial state.
We compare the exact dynamics to the Master equation time evolution behavior, reached
by solving Eq. (52). Panel (a) in Fig. 8 demonstrates excellent agreement for κ = 0.2,
for both positive and negative biases. Below we show that at this value Master equation’s
predictions for the charge current deviate from the exact result. Panel (b) in Fig. 8 focuses
on the departure of Master equation data from the exact values. These deviations are small,
but their dynamics indicate on the existence of high order excitation and relaxation rates,
beyond the second order rates of Sec. IVD.
Steady-state characteristics. The full bias scan of the steady-state population is displayed
in Fig. 9, and we compare path-integral results with Master equation calculations, revealing
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an excellent agreement in this weak coupling limit (κ = 0.1). The convergence behavior
is presented in Fig. 10, and we plot the steady-state values as a function of memory size
(τc) for three different time steps, for representative biases. The path-integral results well
converge at intermediate-to-large positive biases, ∆µ & 0.2. We had difficulty converging
our results in two domains: (i) At small-positive potential bias, ∆µ < 0.2. Here, large
memory size should be used for reaching full convergence; decorrelation time approximately
scales with 1/∆µ. (ii) At large negative biases, ∆µ < −0.4 the current is very small as we
show immediately. This implies poor convergence at the range of τc employed. At these
negative biases the data oscillates with τc, thus at negative bias it is the averaged value for
several-large τc which is plotted in Fig. 9.
Charge current. We show the current characteristics in Fig. 11, and confirm that the
junction acts as a charge rectifier. The insets display transient data, affirming that at large
bias steady-state is reached faster than in the low bias case.
Strong coupling. Results at weak-to-strong couplings are shown in Fig. 12. The value
of the current, as reached from Master equation calculations, scale with κ2. In contrast,
exact simulations indicate that the current grows more slowly with κ, and it displays clear
deviations (up to 50%) from the perturbative Master equation result at κ = 0.3. Inter-
estingly, the vibrational occupation (inset) shows little sensitivity to the coupling strength,
and even at κ = 0.3 the Master equation technique provides an excellent estimation for the
levels occupation. This could be reasoned by the fact that excited levels occupation is given
by ratio of excitation rates to the sum of excitation and relaxation rates. Such a ratio is
(apparently) only weakly sensitive to the value of κ itself, even when high-order processes
do contribute to the current.
Direct tunneling vs. vibrational assisted transport. Until this point (and beyond this
subsection) we have taken vda = 0. We now evaluate the contribution of different trans-
port mechanisms by adding a direct D-A tunneling term, vda 6= 0 to our model Hamilto-
nian. Electrons can now either cross the junction in a coherent manner, or inelastically,
by exciting/de-exciting the vibrational mode. Fig. 13 demonstrates that when the vibra-
tion assisted transport energy κ is identical in strength to the direct tunneling element
vda, the overall current is enhanced by about a factor of two, compared to the case when
only vibrational-assisted processes are allowed. We also note that the occupation of the
vibrational mode is barely affected by the opening of the new electron transmission route
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FIG. 9. Converged data for the population of the isolated vibrational mode in the steady-state
limit with κ = 0.1. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3. We display path-integral data for
p0 (◦) and p1 (). Master equation results appear as dashed line for p0 and dashed-dotted line for
p1.
(deviations are within the convergence error). While we compare IF data to Master equa-
tion results when vda = 0, in the general case of a nonzero D-A tunneling term perturbative
methods are more involved, and techniques similar to those developed for the AH model
should be used [4–8, 10–12].
2. Equilibration with a secondary phonon bath
We couple the isolated-truncated vibrational mode to a secondary phonon bath, and
follow the mode equilibration with this bath and the removal of the vibrational instability
effect, as we increase the vibrational mode-phonon bath coupling. As an initial condition,
the boson bath is assumed to be thermal with an inverse temperature βph. This bath is
characterized by an ohmic spectral function (50) with the dimensionless Kondo parameter
Kd, characterizing subsystem-bath coupling, and the cutoff frequency ωc.
Population behavior. We follow the mode dynamics to the steady-state limit using the
path-integral approach of Sec. III. The bosonic IF is given in the appendix. We compare
exact results with Master equation predictions, and Fig. 14 depicts our simulations. The
following observations can be made: (i) The vibrational instability effect is removed already
for Kd = 0.01, though nonequilibrium effects are still largely visible in the mode occupation.
(ii) The vibrational mode is closed to be equilibrated with the phonon bath once Kd ∼ 0.1.
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FIG. 10. (a) Convergence behavior of the population p0 in the steady-state limit for κ = 0.1.
Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3. Plotted are the steady-state values using different
time steps, δt = 0.8 (◦), δt = 1.0 (), and δt = 1.2 (⋄) at different biases, as indicated at the right
end. (b) Population mean and its standard deviation, utilizing the last six points from panel (a).
(c) Current mean and its standard deviation, similarly attained from the data in panel (a).
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FIG. 11. Charge current in the steady-state limit for κ = 0.1, Kd = 0. Other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 3. Path-integral data (◦), Master equation results (dashed). The insets display
transient results at ∆µ = 1.0 eV (top) and ∆µ = −0.5 eV (bottom).
(iii) For the present range of parameters (large ωc, weak subsystem-bath couplings), Master
equation tools reproduce the behavior of the vibrational mode.
Charge Current. The role of the secondary phonon bath on the charge current char-
acteristics is displayed in Fig. 15. There are two main effects related to the presence of
the phonon bath: The step structure about zero bias is flattened when Kd ∼ 0.1, and the
current-voltage characteristics as a whole is slightly enhanced at finite Kd, at large bias.
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(). The corresponding Master equation results appear as dashed lines. Inset: The population
behavior in the steady-state limit for the three cases κ = 0.1 (◦), κ = 0.2 (⋄) and κ = 0.3 (), with
empty symbols for p0 and filled ones for p1. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 13. Study of the contribution of different transport mechanisms. vda = 0 (◦), with Master
equation results noted by the dashed line, and vda = 0.1 (). The main plot displays the charge
current. The inset presents the vibrational levels occupation, with empty symbols for p0 and filled
symbols for p1. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3, particularly, the vibrational-electronic
coupling is κ = 0.1.
Both of these effects are excellently reproduced with the Master equation, and we conclude
that in this weak-coupling regime the presence of the phonon bath does not affect the recti-
fying behavior of the junction. We have also verified (not shown) that at stronger coupling,
κ = 0.2 (where Master equation fails), the thermal bath similarly affects the current-voltage
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behavior.
An important observation is that the current itself does not testify on the state of the
vibrational mode, whether it is in a stable or an unstable nonequilibrium state, and whether
it is thermalized. The study of the current characteristics itself (j vs. ∆µ) is therefore
insufficient to determine junction stability. More detailed information can be gained from
the structure of the first derivative, dj/d(∆µ), the local density of states, and the second
derivative, d2j/d∆µ2, providing spectral features [47–49]. In order to examine these quanti-
ties, our simulations should be performed with many more bath states, to eliminate possible
spurious oscillations in the current (of small amplitudes) that may result from the finite
discretization of the fermi baths.
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FIG. 14. Equilibration of the molecular vibrational mode with increasing coupling to a secondary
phonon bath. Path-integral results, (full symbols for p1, and empty symbols for p0) with Kd = 0
(◦), Kd = 0.01 (⋄), Kd = 0.1 (), and, Kd = 0.1, κ = 0 (⊳). Unless otherwise specified, κ = 0.1,
βph = 5 and the spectral function follows (50) with ωc=15. All other electronic parameters are the
same as in Fig. 3. Master equation results appear in dotted lines.
F. Convergence and Computational aspects
Convergence of the path-integral method should be verified with respect to three numer-
ical parameters: the number of states used to mimic a fermi sea, Ls, the time step adopted,
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FIG. 15. Charge current for an isolated mode,Kd = 0 (◦), and an equilibrated mode, Kd = 0.1,
βph=5, ωc=15 (). Other electronic parameters are given in Fig. 3. Master equation results
appear in dashed-dotted lines.
δt, and the memory time accounted for, τc. (i) Fermi sea discretization. We have found that
excellent convergence is achieved for relatively “small” fermi reservoirs, taking into account
Ls > 20 states for each reservoir. In our simulations we practically adopted Ls = 30 for
each Fermi bath. (ii) Time-step discretization. The first criteria in selecting the value of the
time step δt is that dynamical features of the isolated vibrational mode should be observed.
Using ω0 = 0.2, the period of the bath-free Rabbi oscillation is 2π/(ω0) ∼ 30, thus a time
step of δt ∼ 1 can capture the details of the TLS oscillation. This consideration serves as an
“upper bound” criteria. The second consideration connects to the time discretization error,
originates from the approximate splitting of the total time evolution operator into a product
of terms, see Eq. (5). For the particular Trotter decomposition employed, the leading error
grows with δt3 × ([HS, [V,HS]]/12 + [V, [V,HS]]/24) [50] where V = VSB + VSF +HB +HF .
The decomposition is exact when the coupling of the subsystem to the reservoirs is weak
and the time-step is small, δt → 0. For large coupling one should take a sufficiently small
time-step in order to avoid significant error buildup. In the preset work, the dimensionless
coupling to the fermi sea πρκλ∗l λr is typically maintained lower that 0.3; the dimensionless
coupling to the boson bath is taken as Kd = 0.1. The value of δt = 0.6 − 1.2 is thus suf-
ficiently small for our simulations. (iii) Memory error. Our approach assumes that bath
correlations exponentially decay resulting from the finite temperature and the nonequilib-
rium condition. Based on this assumption, the total influence functional was truncated to
include only a finite number of time steps Ns, where τc = Nsδt. The total IF is retrieved
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by taking the limit Ns → N , (N = t/δt). Our simulations were performed for Ns = 3...9,
covering memory time up to τc = Nsδt ∼ 10. The results displayed converged for Ns ∼ 7−9
for δt = 1.
Computational efforts can be partitioned into two parts: In the initialization step the
(time invariant) IFs are computed. The size of the fermionic IF is d2Ns, where d is the
dimensionality of the subsystem (two in our simulations). The power of two at the exponent
results from the forward and backward time evolution operators in the path-integral expres-
sion. This initialization effort thus scales exponentially with the memory size accounted for.
The preparation of the bosonic IF is more efficient if the FV IF is used [16]. In the second,
time evolution, stage, we iteratively apply the linear map (27) or (34), a multiplication of
two objects of length d2Ns . This operation linearly scales in time.
We now comment on the simulation time of a convergence analysis as presented in Fig.
10, covering three different time steps and Ns = 3, ..., 9. The MATLAB implementation of
the computational algorithm took advantage of the MATLAB built-in multi-threaded par-
allel features and utilized 100% of all available CPU cores on a node. When executed on
one cluster node with two quad-core 2.2GHz AMD Opteron cpus and 16GB memory, con-
vergence analysis for of the full voltage scan took about 4x24 hours and 250MB of memory.
Computations performed on the GPC supercomputer at the SciNet HPC Consortium [51]
were three times faster. Computational time scales linearly with the simulated time t. For
a fixed Ns value, the computational effort does not depend on the system temperature and
other parameters employed.
V. SUMMARY
We have developed an iterative numerically-exact path-integral scheme that can follow
the dynamics, to the steady-state limit, of subsystems coupled to multiple bosonic and
fermionic reservoirs in an out-of-equilibrium initial state. The method is based on the
truncation of time correlations in the influence functional, beyond the memory time dictated
by temperature and chemical biases. It combines two techniques: the QUAPI method [16],
for treating the dynamics of subsystems coupled to harmonic baths, and the INFPI approach
[17], useful for following the evolution of a subsystem when interacting with fermionic baths.
The method is stable, efficient, and flexible, and it allows one to achieve transient and
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steady-state data for both the reduced density matrix of the subsystem and expectation
values of operators, such as the charge current and energy current. The method can be
viewed as an extension of QUAPI, to incorporate fermions in the dynamics. It could be
further expanded to include time-dependent Hamiltonians, e.g., pulsed fields.
To demonstrate the method usability in the field of molecular conduction, we have applied
the general scheme, and studied vibrational dynamics in a molecular rectifier setup, where
vibrational equilibration with an additional phonon bath is allowed. Our main conclusions
in this study are the following: (i) The vibrational instability effect disappears once the
vibrational mode is weakly coupled (Kd ∼ 0.01) to an additional phonon bath that can
dissipate the excess energy. (ii) When Kd ∼ 0.1, the vibrational mode is equilibrated with
the secondary phonon bath. (iii) The charge current does not testify on vibrational heating
and instability. While we have performed those simulations using a truncated vibrational
mode, a TLS, representing an anharmonic mode, we argue that the main characteristics of
the vibrational instability effect remain intact when the selected mode is made harmonic
[27].
Our simulations indicate that Master equation methods can excellently reproduce exact
results at weak coupling, in the markovian limit. More significantly, Master equation tools
can be used beyond the weak coupling limit (κ ∼ 0.3), if only a qualitative understanding
of the junction behavior is inquired. One should note that our Master equation technique
treats the D and A coupling to the metals exactly. It is perturbative only in the interaction
of the vibrational mode to the electrons, and to other phonon degrees of freedom. In the
case where tunneling transmission competes with phonon-assisted transport, only path-
integral simulations were provided, as more involved Master equation methodologies should
be developed in this case.
Our future objectives are twofold: (i) to improve the time-evolution algorithm, and (ii)
to employ the method for the study of other problems in molecular electronics and phonon-
ics. By improving the methodology, we would like to extend the usability of our method to
difficult parameter regimes (strong coupling), e.g., by developing an equation-of-motion for
the memory function [52, 53]. This will also allow us to simulate more feasibly the dynamics
of an n−level subsystem. Another related objective is the study of heat current characteris-
tics in the spin-boson molecular junction [54]. The single-bath spin-boson model displays a
rich dynamics with a complex phase diagram. Similarly, we expect that the nonequilibrium
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version, with two harmonic baths of different temperatures coupled to the TLS, will show
complex behavior for its heat current- temperature characteristics. Recent results, obtained
using an extension of the noninteracting blip approximation to the nonequilibrium regime
[55], demonstrate rich behavior. Other problems that could be directed with our method
include plexcitonics systems, as the coupling between surface plasmons and molecular exci-
tons should be treated beyond the perturbative regime [56]. Finally, we have discussed the
calculation of reduced density matrix and currents in the path-integral framework. It is of
interest to generalize these expressions and gain higher order cumulants, for the study of
current, noise, and fluctuation relations in many-body out-of-equilibrium systems.
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APPENDIX A: TIME-DISCRETE FEYNMAN-VERNON INFLUENCE FUNC-
TIONAL
With the discretization of the path, the influence functional takes the form (17). The
coefficients ηk,k′ were given in [16] and we include them here for the completeness of our
presentation. The expressions are given here for the case of a single boson bath with the
initial temperature 1/βph and the spectral function Jph(ω) = π
∑
p(ξ
B
p )
2δ(ω− ωp), Jph(ω) =
Jph(−ω),
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ηk,k′ =
2
π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
Jph(ω)
ω2
exp(βphω/2)
sinh(βphω/2)
sin2(ωδt/2)e−iωδt(k−k
′), 0 < k′ < k < N
ηk,k =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
Jph(ω)
ω2
exp(βphω/2)
sinh(βphω/2)
(
1− e−iωδt
)
, 0 < k < N
ηk,0 =
2
π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
Jph(ω)
ω2
exp(βphω/2)
sinh(βphω/2)
sin(ωδt/4) sin(ωδt/2)e−iω(kδt−δt/4), 0 < k < N
ηN,k′ =
2
π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
Jph(ω)
ω2
exp(βphω/2)
sinh(βphω/2)
sin(ωδt/4) sin(ωδt/2)e−iω(Nδt−k
′δt−δt/4), 0 < k′ < N
ηN,0 =
2
π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
Jph(ω)
ω2
exp(βphω/2)
sinh(βphω/2)
sin2(ωδt/4)e−iω(Nδt−δt/2)
η0,0 = ηN,N =
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
Jph(ω)
ω2
exp(βphω/2)
sinh(βphω/2)
(
1− e−iωδt/2
)
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